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Foreword 

This document (EN 13035-9:2006) has been prepared by Technical Committee CEN/TC 151 “Construction 
equipment and building material machines — Safety”, the secretariat of which is held by DIN. 

This European Standard shall be given the status of a national standard, either by publication of an identical 
text or by endorsement, at the latest by January 2007, and conflicting national standards shall be withdrawn at 
the latest by January 2007. 

This document has been prepared under a mandate given to CEN by the European Commission and the 
European Free Trade Association and supports essential requirements of EU Directive(s). 

For relationship with EU Directives, see informative Annex ZA, which is an integral part of this document. 

It is one of a series concerning machinery for the treatment and processing of flat glass (see Bibliography). 

According to the CEN/CENELEC Internal Regulations, the national standards organizations of the following 
countries are bound to implement this European Standard: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxem-
bourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land and United Kingdom. iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW

(standards.iteh.ai)
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Introduction 

This European Standard is a type C standard as stated in EN ISO 12100-1. 

The machinery concerned and the extent to which hazards, hazardous situations and events are covered are 
indicated in the scope of this European Standard. 

When provisions of this type C standard are different from those stated in type A or B standards, the provi-
sions of this type C standard take precedence over the provisions of the other standards, for machines that 
have been designed and built according to the provisions of this type C standard. 
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1 Scope 

1.1 This European Standard contains the safety requirements for the design and installation of stationary 
glass washing installations as shown as typical in Annex A. 

Glass washing installations are designed to perform the following functions: feeding of flat glass to the clean-
ing and drying unit and transport (delivery) to the estimation equipment and to the take-off position of the flat 
glass sheet. None of the processing phases requires direct manual intervention. 

1.2 This European Standard deals with the significant hazards, hazardous situations and events with the 
exception of those by interfaces with other machines used in a process line relevant to glass washing installa-
tions, when they are used as intended and under the conditions foreseeable by the manufacturer (see  
Clause 4). This European Standard specifies the appropriate technical measures to eliminate or reduce risks 
which can arise from these significant hazards during commissioning, the operation and maintenance. 

1.3 This European Standard is not applicable to machines for loading and unloading of glass (see EN 
13035-5) and to conveyors (see EN 619) and fans. If there are specific risks that arise by their use as an inte-
gral part of flat glass washing installations, appropriate measures are specified. 

1.4 This European Standard is not applicable to glass washing installations for automotive and bent glass. 

1.5 This European Standard is not applicable to water preparation and disposal of waste washing liquid. 

1.6 This European Standard is not applicable to machinery manufactured before the date of publication of 
this European Standard by CEN. 

2 Normative references 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated refer-
ences, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document 
(including any amendments) applies. 

EN 294:1992, Safety of machinery — Safety distance to prevent danger zones being reached by the upper 
limbs 

EN 418:1992, Safety of machinery — Emergency stop equipment, functional aspects — Principles for design 

EN 953:1997, Safety of machinery — Guards — General requirements for the design and construction of fixed 
and movable guards 

EN 954-1:1996, Safety of machinery — Safety related parts of control systems — Part 1: General principles 
for design 

EN 1037:1995, Safety of machinery — Prevention of unexpected start-up 

EN 1050:1996, Safety of machinery — Principles for risk assessment 

EN 1088:1995, Safety of machinery — Interlocking devices associated with guards — Principles for design 
and selection 

EN 1760-2:2001, Safety of machinery — Pressure sensitive protective devices — Part 2: General principles 
for the design and testing of pressure sensitive edges and pressure sensitive bars 
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EN 60204-1:1997, Safety of machinery — Electrical equipment of machines — Part 1: General requirements 
(IEC 60204-1:1997) 

EN 60529:1991, Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP-Code) (IEC 60529:1989) 

EN 61310-1:1995, Safety of machinery — Indication, marking and actuation — Part 1: Requirements for visual, 
auditory and tactile signals (IEC 61310-1:1995) 

EN 61496-1:2004, Safety of machinery — Electro-sensitive protective equipment — Part 1: General require-
ments and tests (IEC 61496-1:2004, modified) 

prEN 61496-2:2005, Safety of machinery — Electro-sensitive protective equipment — Part 2: Particular re-
quirements for equipment using active opto-electronic protective devices (AOPDs) (IEC 61496-2:2005) 

EN ISO 3744:1995, Acoustics — Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using sound pres-
sure — Engineering method in an essentially free field over a reflecting plane (ISO 3744:1994) 

EN ISO 3746:1995, Acoustics — Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using sound pres-
sure — Survey method using an enveloping measurement surface over a reflecting plane (ISO 3746:1995) 

EN ISO 11204:1995, Acoustics — Noise emitted by machinery and equipment — Measurement of emission 
sound pressure levels at a work station and at other specified positions — Method requiring environmental 
corrections (ISO 11204:1995) 

EN ISO 11688-1:1998, Acoustics — Recommended practice for the design of low-noise machinery and 
equipment — Part 1: Planning (ISO/TR 11688-1:1995) 

EN ISO 12100-1:2003, Safety of machinery — Basic concepts, general principles for design — Part 1: Basic 
terminology, methodology (ISO 12100-1:2003) 

EN ISO 12100-2:2003, Safety of machinery — Basic concepts, general principles for design — Part 2: Tech-
nical principles (ISO 12100-2:2003) 

3 Terms and definitions 

For the purposes of this document, the terms and definitions given in EN ISO 12100-1:2003 and the following 
apply. 

3.1 
installations consist of the following parts: 

 inlet site; 

 scrubbing unit; 

 washing unit; 

 drying unit; 

 outlet site. 

It is pointed out that a washing machine can be composed of more than one scrubbing or washing unit 

3.1.1 
inlet site and/or outlet site 
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3.1.1.1 
in the case of horizontal washing installations, these sites are composed of rotating rollers or beltings 

3.1.1.2 
in the case of vertical washing installations, the glass sheets are transported by moving them on their edge 
with rollers or beltings while leaning stable against a support with rolls 

3.1.2 
washing 

3.1.2.1 
scrubbing unit 
machine composed of a horizontal or vertical beam on which brushes are mounted with the rotation axis  
perpendicular to the surface of the sheet.  

NOTE The brushes, integral with the beam, move along vertically with respect to the thickness of the glass sheet. 
Special clamping rollers lead and hold the glass sheet when being scrubbed (see Annex A, Figures A.1 and A.2) 

3.1.2.2 
washing unit 
machines that wash and rinse glass.  

NOTE 1 These machines are basically composed of rotating brushes with an axis located transversely to the feeding 
direction of the glass sheet. These brushes can be positioned either on the upper or lower surface of the glass or on both 
sides. The brush is made of a shaft, preferably of metal, provided with plastic bristles, the location of which varies from 
one machine to another. The washing operation is performed by the rotating brush. In addition, tubes are also provided 
with nozzles which spray water with detergents or (pure) water for rinsing on to the glass sheet. 

NOTE 2 The height of the brushes is adjustable according to the thickness of the glass. Rollers clamping the glass 
sheets while being washed are located both downstream and upstream from the brushes (see  
Annex A, Figures A.3 and A.4) 

3.1.3 
drying unit 
machines consisting of one or several pairs of blowers providing air flows which remove water from the  
surface of the glass sheet.  

NOTE Blowers are linked with fans (see Annex A, Figure A.5) 

4 List of significant hazards 

This clause contains the hazards, hazardous situations and events, as far as they are dealt with in this  
European Standard identified by risk assessment as significant for washing installations and which require 
action to eliminate or reduce the risk. 

Before using this European Standard, it is important to carry out a general risk assessment of the machine in 
question. 
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